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Abstract: With the rapid development of China's market economy, the state has continuously issued 

various policies to carry out macro-control on the development of the industry, so as to ensure the 

benign development of the market economy. In this process, many enterprises have more tax risks, 

which has a restraining effect on their development. In view of this, this case selects YL enterprises 

to conduct tax risk analysis. Taking into account that COVID-19 has a greater impact on the 

pharmaceutical industry in 2020, the tax situation of YL enterprises in the past 2015-2019 years and 

five years is analyzed, so as to identify the existing tax risks. It is found that YL enterprise has some 

problems, such as insufficient attention to tax risk management, imperfect management organization 

and insufficient effectiveness of tax planning, and puts forward corresponding solutions from the 

aspects of improving risk management awareness, establishing independent tax planning department 

and improving the effectiveness of tax planning, so as to provide reference for the tax management 

of this enterprise or similar enterprises. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the gradual deepening of reform, the tax authorities have increased the monitoring of tax risk 

points of pharmaceutical enterprises and assisted relevant departments in investigating and dealing 

with violations of pharmaceutical enterprises. The changes of industry sales model and the key 

monitoring of tax authorities undoubtedly increase the tax risk of pharmaceutical enterprises. Tax risk 

is caused by both internal and external factors. At the same time, the causes of external risk are very 

complex and there are many influencing factors, resulting in strong uncertainty of tax risk [1]. 

Therefore, in order to prevent and control tax risk reasonably and effectively, enterprises need to start 

with internal risk and realize tax risk management through internal control. 

YL enterprise is a pharmaceutical enterprise integrating R&D, production and sales in Guangdong 

Province. It is a joint stock limited company and was listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 2007. 

Up to now, YL enterprise has four subsidiaries and one associated company. At the same time, it has 

built two R&D and production bases for new products and drugs. Its drugs are mainly Chinese patent 

medicines, involving throat, cold, rheumatism and other aspects, and has many varieties protected by 
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national patents, exclusive products, national catalogue of basic drugs and medical insurance 

catalogue, It has great influence in the pharmaceutical industry and economic market at home and 

abroad. However, due to its large scale and complex organizational structure, the enterprise has not 

established an independent and special tax consultant, resulting in large tax risks in the operation of 

the enterprise, which is extremely unfavorable to its rapid and healthy development [2]. This paper 

selects YL enterprise as a research case to analyze its tax planning. Firstly, it objectively expounds 

the assets, operation, tax related situation and tax risk control of YL enterprise, and identifies the tax 

risk points of YL enterprise with the help of tax negative rate and general indicators of tax evaluation. 

Then combined with the tax risk management theory and the actual tax risk situation of YL enterprise, 

this paper looks for the problems existing in the tax risk management of YL enterprise. Finally, 

according to the problems, this paper puts forward countermeasures and suggestions to improve the 

tax risk system of YL enterprises. 

 

2. BASIC INFORMATION OF YL ENTERPRISE 

2.1 Organizational structure 

YL enterprise has a large scale and complex organizational structure. The board of directors is 

composed of 9 members, including the chairman, directors and independent directors. It mainly plans, 

guides, coordinates and supervises the enterprise's business development strategy to ensure the 

healthy development direction of the enterprise. Among them, there are 3 independent directors, who 

formulate, adjust and supervise the implementation of the enterprise's financial budget, profit 

distribution and internal control system. There are three members of the board of supervisors, who 

supervise and start the production and financial situation of the enterprise, and have the right to 

withdraw from the proposal to remove the violators. There are 2 senior managers who directly manage 

and supervise the production, operation and management of the enterprise. Although YL enterprise 

has set up a financial department and tax accounting, it has not set up a special tax department. The 

head of the financial department is the chief financial officer, who is also the main person in charge 

of the enterprise's internal audit. 

2.2 Operation 

YL enterprise has a single business, which is only the business of R&D, production and sales of 

traditional Chinese medicine. From 2015 to 2019, the overall assets of YL enterprise showed a decline. 

The total assets of YL enterprise in 2019 decreased by 18.33% compared with those in 2015, but its 

current assets showed an increase, which also meant that the solvency of YL enterprise was 

continuously improved and the asset liquidity risk was greatly reduced. It can be seen from table 1 

that the operating income of YL enterprise in 2019 is lower than 7% in 2018, but the business 

operation and cost of YL enterprise are generally stable during the five-year period from 2015 to 

2019. 
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Table 1. Operating revenue statistics of YL enterprises in 2018-2019 

 

2019 2018 
Range of 

increase 

or 

decrease 
Amount of money 

Proportion in 

operating 
revenue 

Amount of 

money 

Proportion 

in 

operating 

revenue 

Total 

operating 

income 

500,504,004.47 100% 536,983,626.24 100% -6.79% 

2.3 Tax payment 

YL enterprise needs to pay value-added tax, enterprise income tax, stamp tax, urban maintenance and 

construction tax, etc. See Table 2 for details. Because the "replacing business tax with value-added 

tax" policy was fully implemented in May 2016, the time period of 2017-2019 was selected to analyze 

the tax situation of enterprises in this case study, so as to avoid the elastic impact of policy 

implementation. The value-added tax amount of YL enterprise in 2017 was 61.62 million yuan. The 

value-added tax amount in 2018 increased by 19.07% to 69.71 million yuan compared with 2017. In 

2019, the value-added tax amount of YL enterprise decreased by 20.93% to 55.95 million yuan. 

Meanwhile, YL's corporate income tax showed the opposite increase and decrease. Compared with 

2017, the corporate income tax decreased by about 2.75 million yuan in 2018 and increased by about 

1.55 million yuan in 2019. 

Table 2. YL enterprise tax payment and corresponding tax rate 

Tax category Tax basis Tax rate 

Value added tax 
The difference between the output tax and the input tax 
calculated according to the tax law is the value-added 

tax payable in the current period 

13%/9% 

Urban maintenance and 

construction tax 

It shall be calculated and paid according to the actually 

paid value-added tax and consumption tax 
7% 

Corporate income tax Calculated and paid according to taxable income 15%/25% 

Education surcharge City maintenance and construction tax 3% 

Local education 
surcharges 

City maintenance and construction tax 2% 

 

3. YL ENTERPRISE TAX RISK ANALYSIS 

Under the implementation of deepening the pharmaceutical reform policy, in order to achieve the 

phased objectives as soon as possible, the state successively issued a large number of policies for the 

pharmaceutical industry in 2017-2019, starting from R&D, production, sales and other links, and 

strengthened the operation supervision of the pharmaceutical industry [3]. Especially with the full 

implementation of the two vote system, the pharmaceutical industry began a large-scale adjustment, 

which was directly reflected in the reduction of drug prices. YL enterprise is also deeply affected by 

this. Even if it actively takes corrective measures, its overall business volume shows a downward 

trend, which is also the main reason for its poor financial data and tax burden in 2019. Through the 

annual calculation of the value-added tax burden rate of YL enterprise from 2017 to 2019, it is found 
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that the value-added tax burden rate is high, indicating that there may be unclear tax risks in its tax 

planning. 

 

Table 3. Statistics of YL enterprise tax burden rate from 2017 to 2019 

Category 2017 2018 2019 

Overall tax burden rate 17.48% 19.46% 14.94% 

Overall tax burden difference rate 4.96% 6.49% 2.42% 

VAT negative rate 13.16% 12.98% 11.18% 

Difference rate of VAT burden 7.52% 7.34% 5.54% 

3.1 Tax risk in raw material procurement 

As a pharmaceutical R&D and production enterprise, YL enterprise needs a large amount of raw 

material supply for its operation and production. Due to the particularity of the pharmaceutical 

industry, it also has high control over the procurement of raw materials. YL enterprise mainly obtains 

sufficient raw material supply through its own planting base and external procurement. However, due 

to the limited area of the base, it can only provide a small amount of raw materials, and most of the 

medicinal materials required for YL enterprise's operation and production still need to be supplied by 

suppliers. In addition, from 2017 to 2018, due to the comprehensive promotion of government 

policies such as two vote system and volume procurement, the main business income of 

pharmaceutical enterprises showed a downward trend as a whole. The raw materials of YL 

enterprise's products are mainly Chinese herbal medicines, which are vulnerable to the external 

environment and the price is volatile, so it will affect the product cost and then the product price. At 

the same time, due to the narrow scope of the company's main business, if the production does not 

reach a certain scale, it may increase the cost of the company's main business. Therefore, YL 

enterprises will purchase a large number of parts that are easy to store to reduce costs in years when 

the price of raw materials is relatively low. The combination of the two phases is likely to cause large 

fluctuations in the tax burden of value-added tax. Once the tax burden difference rate is too large 

compared with the same industry, it may attract the attention of the tax authorities. 

Table 4. Major suppliers of YL enterprises in 2019 

Serial number Purchase amount (yuan) Proportion in total annual procurement 

1 10,924,855.10 8.37% 

2 9,888,651.75 7.57% 

3 6,451,575.25 4.94% 

4 5,558,581.82 4.26% 

5 4,048,385.61 3.10% 

Total 36,872,049.53 28.24% 

It can be seen from table 4 that before 2019, the five suppliers of YL enterprise will provide a total 

share of 28.24% of raw material supply, which means that the amount and proportion of raw material 

supply of each supplier are not high. In order to ensure the sufficient supply of raw materials for 

production and operation, YL enterprises have to choose to increase the proportion of scattered 

acquisition methods. However, the acquisition of raw materials from more dealers will increase the 

tax treatment problems. On the one hand, the workload of Finance and tax will increase, on the other 

hand, small dealers have a relatively weak understanding of tax laws. Once the dealers do not issue 

invoices, It can only be issued by YL enterprises. In this case, it is possible to expand the invoicing 
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scope, deduct more input and costs. In addition, ordinary taxpayers or small-scale taxpayers may be 

involved in the process of raw material procurement. With the increase of the number of raw material 

suppliers, the difficulty of invoice management also increases, resulting in financial management 

loopholes, such as the risk of excessive deduction of input tax and less payment of tax. 

3.2 Sales expenses deducting non-compliance tax risk 

YL enterprise drug sales is one of its main business segments, which needs to spend a lot of money 

on market maintenance and sales channel development. Among them, the market development fee of 

the secondary subject under the sales expense reached 129754854.87 yuan in 2019. In 2018, the office 

and personnel expenses also reached 106.23 million yuan, accounting for 42.39% and 40.22% of the 

sales expenses, which will greatly reduce the gross profit margin of drugs and have a certain impact 

on their tax burden planning. Most drug sales meetings use the form of participation to carry out 

publicity, explanation and functional training for products. However, in the process of tax inspection 

by the tax bureau, the catering expenses, conference expenses, ordinary catering expenses and 

conference expenses generated in the process of drug publicity in the pharmaceutical industry can not 

be reflected in the invoice, which also affects the enterprise's tax risk assessment Enterprise tax 

burden planning has a great impact, and then produces the corresponding tax risk. Therefore, the 

enterprise shall reflect the true and reliable economic business in accordance with Article 21 of the 

measures for the administration of invoices of the people's Republic of China (CS [1993] No. 06) and 

the detailed rules for the implementation of the measures for the administration of invoices of the 

State Administration of Taxation No. 25. Add third-party supporting materials to the invoice, explain 

the form of participation, strictly manage and restrict the reimbursement of relevant businesses, which 

is likely to overburden costs and reduce the profit of the enterprise. When authorizing the comparison 

between the tax burden rate of the enterprise and the net value of the same industry, it may cause 

concern, resulting in tax risk. 

Table 5. Sales expenses of YL enterprises in 2018-2019 

Project 2019 2018 

Freight and miscellaneous expenses 2,761,747.77 4,262,181.06 

Advertising expenses 60,360,132.34 35,283,522.57 

Salary and bonus 12,731,862.91 18,738,695.81 

Market development fee 129,754,854.87 106,259,215.96 

Staff costs 97,727,007.25 110,874,719.48 

Other 2,725,371.99 253,230.75 

Total 306,060,977.13 275,669,565.63 

3.3 Tax risks arising from enterprise merger and reorganization 

YL enterprise plans to carry out major asset restructuring. The underlying asset is the equity of DC 

Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., which is held by BN Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. In 2018, YL enterprise 

signed a strategic cooperation agreement with DC Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. the two sides agreed to 

cooperate in many aspects. When the conditions are ripe, YL enterprise will start asset restructuring 

to acquire DC. The actual controlling shareholder of DC Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. holds all the equity 

of BN. Therefore, this transaction does not constitute a related party transaction. It is preliminarily 

determined that YL enterprise purchases 99.70% of the equity of DC Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 
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through non-public issuance of shares and payment of cash, and the transaction will not lead to the 

change of control of the company. YL's merger and acquisition of DC enterprises may bring the 

following tax risks to the enterprise. 

The provinces where the merged DC enterprises and YL enterprises are located are different, and 

there will be certain differences in local tax policies. Therefore, YL enterprises may not be familiar 

with the local tax policies of the acquired enterprises, especially the latest local tax policy adjustment, 

which will improve the tax risk of enterprises in M&A. 

Table 6. Capital contribution of YL enterprise in M&A 

Serial number shareholder 
Capital contribution 

(10000 yuan) 
Proportion of amount 

1 BN Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd 19,940.84 99.70% 

2 DC Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd 59.16 0.30% 

total 2,000,000 100% 

According to the notice on enterprise income tax policy on investment in non monetary assets, if YL 

enterprise uses non monetary assets to invest in DC in this M&A, the income from the transfer of non 

monetary assets recognized by DC can be calculated by stages within 5 years. In combination with 

the notice on the treatment of enterprise income tax related to promoting enterprise restructuring, YL 

enterprises can enjoy special tax treatment policies if they meet the conditions specified therein. 

However, in the announcement on major events of M&A issued by YL enterprise, YL enterprise 

chose the way of non-public share issuance and cash payment, which means that the proportion of 

cash payment can not match the conditions of special tax treatment. It needs to be treated according 

to general tax treatment, unable to obtain corresponding tax preference, and there is a risk of 

increasing tax cost. 

Table 7. Assets of YL enterprises in 2015-2019 (Unit: million Yuan) 

Year 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 

Monetary Fund 122.3 114.9 81.97 73.33 46.22 

Notes and accounts 

receivable 
171,400 172,300 204,800 202,200 188.4 

Advance payment 1.569 0.2868 239 5.439 0.8903 

Total other receivables 2.493 20.21 19.78 21.47 10.97 

Stock 76.77 71.71 63.33 48.17 47.37 

Total current assets 409.3 404.5 372.3 350.6 293.8 

Long term equity 

investment 
61.9 27.54 26.02 21.22 16.53 

Fixed assets 255.6 251 265 257.7 275.1 

Intangible assets 69.46 75.33 81.22 87.1 92.98 

Goodwill —— 120.8 120.8 360.9 360.9 

Deferred tax assets 4.984 8.743 8.689 8.429 68.93 

Other non current assets 3.425 0.5138 2.33 5.056 16.89 

Total non-current assets 446.7 485.1 504.4 748.6 754.2 

Total Assets 855,900 889,600 876,600 1,099 1,048 

According to the balance sheet of YL company, due to market impact, insufficient R&D and 

innovation and other reasons, YL company's profit continues to decline, its operating revenue 

gradually decreases, and although the cash flow has increased, the total amount is still small. 

According to the currently published estimates, YL enterprise is likely to need to adopt external 
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financing if it wants to pay the consideration in cash. If the loan between residents and enterprises is 

adopted, the deduction proportion of financial expenses before corporate income tax needs to be 

considered. If you do not pay attention and expand the scope of deduction, it may attract the attention 

of the tax authorities. 

 

4. PROBLEMS IN YL ENTERPRISE TAX RISK MANAGEMENT 

4.1 Insufficient attention to tax risk management 

In order to better carry out tax risk management, in the process of strategic planning, enterprises 

should incorporate enterprise tax risk management into enterprise strategy and play a role together 

with goal setting and enterprise strategy, with particular emphasis on the analysis and early warning 

of tax risk in the process of business goal setting. This requires that the decision-making level's 

attention to risk should be highly consistent with the enterprise strategy. Therefore, in this framework, 

we should strengthen the identification of tax risk and consolidate the basis of tax risk assessment [4]. 

YL enterprise's decision-making level's cognition and attention to tax risk will have a great impact 

on its tax risk management. By the end of 2020, among the executives and heads of all departments 

of YL enterprise, except one serving as the chief financial officer, who has rich financial and tax 

expertise, the working experience of other management personnel is mainly concentrated in the daily 

operation and pharmaceutical parts, which means that their working experience and professional 

cognition are not much in the fields related to finance or tax, As a result, the senior management of 

YL enterprise and its managers have insufficient understanding of tax risk. They simply summarize 

tax risk as a part of financial risk and do not pay enough attention to it. In the company's internal risk 

management manual, tax risk is only classified into a small category of financial risk. It is considered 

that the main responsible unit of tax risk is the financial department, and the enterprise strategy is not 

combined with tax risk, which is very unfavorable to the internal management of enterprise tax risk. 

Among the tax professionals of YL enterprises, there are the same situations as the enterprise 

executives. Professionals' understanding of tax risk is still limited to, for example, managing invoices, 

checking accounts, making tax declaration and final settlement every year. They believe that the tax 

risk of the enterprise is mainly limited to the financial department or a certain production link. But in 

fact, according to the risk management theory, enterprise tax risk management should be a process, 

and enterprise tax risk will run through all links and aspects of enterprise production and operation. 

According to the definition of enterprise risk, the difference between all tax related activities and 

expectations may lead to tax risk. If the tax risk is not fully understood, it is likely that the tax risk 

implied in each link can not be found and dealt with in time, and the enterprise may suffer serious 

losses. 

4.2 The management organization is not perfect 

Within YL enterprise, tax risk management does not form a professional department, and it is only a 

small part of financial risk management. Its main work requirements are timely tax declaration and 

final settlement, filling out relevant application forms, communicating with tax authorities, making 

budget provision and accounting of various taxes, sorting out and properly keeping invoices and 

vouchers, especially invoices that play an important role in special VAT invoices [5]. Tax accounting 
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also manages tax related documents, including the tax documents of the enterprise and the tax 

documents of subsidiaries. According to the department structure set by YL enterprise, the structure 

of the financial department meets the requirements of relevant regulations, which is more reasonable, 

and special tax accounting posts are set, but there may be many problems in the actual operation. 

From the requirements for the financial risk management department and the tax risk management 

requirements, YL enterprise attaches great importance to the financial risk management, Detailed 

professional regulations and process requirements are set, but in the field of tax risk management, the 

requirements for tax risk management are only reserved for timely tax declaration, tax calculation 

and invoice, and there should be no errors or omissions. However, it has not comprehensively 

evaluated and monitored the financial situation of enterprises in the process of tax planning, so it can 

not play a role in controlling tax risk. 

4.3 Insufficient effectiveness of tax planning 

From 2017 to 2019, the overall tax burden rate and value-added tax burden rate of YL enterprise are 

high. In terms of asset depreciation, the company adopts the straight-line average method of houses 

and buildings, general equipment, special equipment and transportation. However, the latest 

announcement issued by the tax bureau on January 1, 2019, such as the notice on improving the 

accelerated depreciation of common assets of the tax departments of the Ministry of administration 

and finance, but the financial personnel of YL enterprise are not aware of the tax laws and regulations 

and the latest preferential policies, and fail to adopt the new tax planning protection in time, resulting 

in the increase of enterprise operation cost Cause profit loss to the enterprise. 

 

5. YL ENTERPRISE TAX RISK MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION MEASURES 

5.1 Improve risk management awareness 

The whole enterprise must improve its understanding of tax risk management and raise the tax risk 

to the same level as the enterprise strategy and business plan. Only by paying more attention to tax 

risk can we really find the defects and hidden dangers of tax risk management. The board of directors 

and management of YL enterprise can actively build the corporate culture to reflect the enterprise's 

values and tax risk control attitude. For example, have a serious and responsible management 

behavior and responsibility for the production activities and performance of the enterprise, and clearly 

understand the decision-making process of enterprise strategy, enterprise tax risk management and 

enterprise tax risk. Enterprises should strictly follow the benefit principle, combine the enterprise tax 

risk management with the enterprise strategy and cost, and bring the risk into the enterprise strategic 

culture. YL enterprises can also establish a vocational training mechanism for tax personnel. 

Especially when relevant departments issue new regulations, timely training can enable enterprise tax 

managers to accurately and comprehensively understand the latest policies and regulations, so as to 

avoid unnecessary losses. In addition to financial and tax management professionals, the scope of 

training objects should be expanded as much as possible, such as providing specific training for senior 

managers and even board of directors to make them understand basic tax knowledge, and then 

providing tax risk management knowledge training and strategic planning training for managers of 

all departments of the company, Promote the management to combine the tax situation with the 
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company's strategic direction, so as to more effectively implement the enterprise operation and 

management strategy [6]. 

5.2 Establish an independent tax planning department 

YL enterprise shall establish an independent tax planning department as soon as possible, clearly 

specify the tasks and powers, and implement the setting of the Department in each subsidiary to 

realize the adjustment and control of the whole tax planning. In order to ensure the correct and smooth 

implementation of the tax risk control standards, professional and experienced third-party tax 

management institutions can also be established in subsidiaries and branches to assist enterprises in 

implementing tax risk management, formulate more professional and meaningful management 

systems, and put forward appropriate tax risk suggestions for enterprise management, And provide 

tax consultation to YL enterprise and its subsidiaries. On the other hand, tax planning needs to cover 

all aspects of the enterprise, including some relatively simple tax issues, such as reducing R&D 

expenses and reducing distribution expenses. YL enterprise has established an independent 

professional tax risk management department, which can not only grasp and understand relevant tax 

policies in time, but also comprehensively supervise the company's tax risks, so that all businesses of 

the company can be carried out reliably. 

5.3 Improve the effectiveness of tax planning 

YL enterprise is not perfect in tax planning and does not use the preferential tax policies it may enjoy, 

which increases the tax burden of the company in a disguised form. Therefore, it is necessary to make 

appropriate tax planning for enterprises from the aspects of reasonably increasing R&D expenses of 

enterprise products and increasing R&D investment, so as to help enterprises benefit from the 

preferential tax system. In addition, the increase of R&D expenses can also increase the innovation 

of pharmaceutical products to a certain extent, thus improving the core competitiveness of YL 

enterprises, promoting their development and growth into a more influential and innovative 

benchmark enterprise in the pharmaceutical industry, which is conducive to the positioning of the 

future development direction of YL Enterprises. At the same time, we should also pay attention to 

the financial planning of depreciation assets of enterprises and increase the deduction of enterprise 

operating costs in a reasonable, legal and compliant manner. 
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